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Abstract— The step complexity of fully adaptive (FA)
algorithms depends only on the contention during an
operation, when counting both local computation and
accesses to shared registers. This paper contributes to the
design of efficient fully adaptive algorithms by specifying
and implementing two generic objects, Gather&f and
Collect&f .
A Gather&f object returns the value of applying a
function f on the information previously stored in the
object. In order to reduce the local step complexity, our
implementation of a Gather&f calculates f incrementally,
as values are stored in the object. This implementation uses
only read and write operations on the shared memory. It
has O(k) local and shared step complexity for calculating
f and O(k 2 ) for storing information, where k is the point
contention during the operation’s execution interval.
A Collect&f further guarantees that the value of f
returned by a later collect&f operation does not reflect
fewer store operations than a (strictly) earlier collect&f
operation. A simple implementation has O(k 2 ) local and
shared step complexity for calculating f and for storing
information. For common applications where collect&f is
repeatedly invoked, the paper presents an efficient object
called ECollect&f . In this object, storing information takes
a single step and calculating f has O(k) local and shared
step complexity.
To demonstrate the applicability of Gather&f and
ECollect&f , we use them to improve the local and shared
step complexity of atomic snapshot and immediate snapshot to O(k 2 ) and O(k 3 ), respectively.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Distributed algorithms are designed to accommodate a
large number of potential participants; yet, the step complexity of an operation should depend only on the number of participating processes. Ideally, the step complexity should be a function only of the point contention—the
maximum number of processes executing concurrently at
some point—during the operation.
There are algorithms whose shared step complexity—
the number of accesses to shared registers—is adaptive
to point contention [2], [3], [4], [8]. However, except

for [4], the local step complexity of these algorithms is
not a function of the point contention. A typical situation
happens, for example, when operations store their values
in some data structure, requiring a later computation of
the maximum value to access the whole data structure. In
this situation, the local step complexity of an operation
is proportional to the total contention—the number of
processes that ever participated in the algorithm—even
if its point contention is one, i.e., the operation executes
in isolation.
This paper is devoted to the design of efficient fully
adaptive (FA) algorithms, whose local and shared step
complexity depends only on the point contention. We
specify and implement two generic objects, Gather&f
and Collect&f , as modular mechanisms for designing
fully adaptive algorithms; the Collect&f object is then
optimized for repeated invocations. These objects are
employed to significantly reduce the local and shared
step complexity of atomic and immediate snapshots.
A Gather&f object allows processes to store information and to retrieve the result of applying the function f
to the information stored in the object, before or possibly
during the calculation of f . (A precise definition appears
in Section II.) For example, the Gather&max object
returns the largest value stored, and is equivalent to the
pile object [4]. Another example is the Gather&cluster
object, which maintains the set of currently active processes; it implements an active set object [4].
The key for reducing local computation costs is to reuse previous calculations, by storing their result instead
of the raw data they are based on. We present (in Section III) an implementation of a Gather&f object, with
O(k) local and shared step complexity for calculating f
and O(k 2 ) local and shared step complexity for storing
information, where k is the point contention during
the operation’s execution interval. The implementation
extends the idea of incremental calculation from the
pile object of Afek et al. [4] and fits it into the collect
algorithm of Attiya and Fouren [8]. As a special case,
our implementation improves the local and shared step
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complexity of the pile object from O(k 3 ) to O(k 2 ).
A simple extension of the Gather&f implementation yields a Collect&f object, where the value of
f returned by a collect&f operation is more up-todate than (strictly) earlier collect&f operations. Unfortunately, the (local and shared) step complexity of
calculating f is O(k 2 ), which can be quite prohibitive
when f is repeatedly calculated. For such applications,
we present (Section IV) an efficient ECollect&f object in
which storing information takes only a single step, while
collect&f has O(k) local and shared step complexity.
The implementation uses the Gather&max and active
set objects.
To demonstrate the applicability of the Gather&f
and ECollect&f objects, we use them to improve the
(local and shared) step complexity of atomic snapshots
and immediate snapshots. Atomic snapshots [1], [5], [6]
return “instantaneous” views of the shared memory and
are an important tool in the design of shared-memory
algorithms. Immediate snapshots [11] guarantee, in addition, that returned views are not much later than the
previous update by the same process; they play a key role
in the study of asynchronous computability [10], [13].
In Section V, we improve the (local and shared)
step complexity of the atomic snapshot algorithm [4] to
O(k 2 ) and of the immediate snapshot algorithm [4] to
O(k 3 ). (The relationships between algorithms presented
in this paper are summarized in Figure 1.)
Table I compares the step complexity bounds of our
atomic and immediate snapshots algorithms with previous adaptive algorithms. Attiya, Fouren and Gafni [9]
present atomic and immediate snapshot algorithms; however, their step complexity adapts only to the total contention. Afek et al. [4] present fully adaptive atomic and
immediate snapshot algorithms with O(k 4 ) and O(k 5 )
local and shared step complexity, respectively. Attiya
and Fouren [8] implement atomic snapshots with O(k 3 )
step complexity; however, the step complexity accounts
only for shared memory accesses and their local step
complexity is not adaptive to point contention.
II. T HE G ATHER &f AND C OLLECT &f O BJECTS
A. Preliminaries
We assume a standard asynchronous shared-memory
model of computation, following, e.g., [12]. A system
consists of n processes, p1 , . . . , pn . A process can read
from and write to registers that are either local to itself
or shared by all processes.
An event is a computation step by a single process; in
an event, a process determines the operation to perform
according to its local state, and determines its next local
state according to the value returned by the operation.

An execution is a (finite or infinite) sequence of events
φ0 , φ1 , φ2 , . . .. For every r = 0, 1, . . ., the process performing the event φr applies a read or a write operation
to a single register and changes its state according to
its algorithm. There are no constraints on the interleaving of events by different processes. This reflects the
assumption that processes are asynchronous and there is
no bound on their relative speeds.
An invocation of a high-level operation by a process
causes the execution of the appropriate algorithm. The
execution interval of an operation opi by process pi is
the subsequence of the execution between the first event
of pi in opi and the last event of pi in opi . Assume that
the execution interval of an operation opi by process pi
precedes the execution interval of an operation opj of
process pj ; namely, the last event of pi in opi appears
before the first event of pj in opj . In this case opi
precedes opj and opj follows opi , denoted opi → opj .
When objects are implemented in a hierarchical manner, executions may contain several levels of operations.
A high-level operation hop consists of a sequence of lowlevel operations: lop1 , . . . , lopn , where the first one, lop1 ,
starts when hop starts and the last one, lopn , completes
when hop completes.
Process pi is active at the end of α0 , a finite prefix of
an execution α, if α0 includes an invocation of a highlevel operation op by pi without the matching return. The
point contention at the end of α0 , denoted P ntCont(α0 ),
is the number of active processes at the end of α0 .
Consider a finite interval β of an execution α; we
can write α = α1 βα2 . The point contention during β ,
denoted P ntCont(β), is the maximum contention in
prefixes α1 β 0 of α1 β , namely
max{|Cont(α1 β 0 )| : α1 β 0 is a prefix of α1 β } .

B. Gather&f and Collect&f : Definitions
In this section, we define the Gather&f and Collect&f
objects. Consider an associative, commutative and idempotent1 function f . In both objects, a process can store
its value in a shared memory, and retrieve the result of
applying function f to the values stored in the shared
memory. Instances of the object are differentiated by the
function f that they support, e.g., max or union.
1) The Gather&f Object: The object handles tagged
values, which are htag, valuei pairs and provides two
operations: put&f stores its parameter in the object,
while gather&f returns the result of applying f to all
the tagged values stored in the object before or possibly
during the operation.
1
A function is idempotent if applying it multiple times on same
value is equal to a single application on the same value.
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Problem
atomic snapshot

immediate snapshot

Reference
[8]
[4]
(this paper)
[9]
[4]
(this paper)

Operations Counted
shared only
shared+local
shared+local
shared only
shared+local
shared+local

Step Complexity
O(k3 )
O(k4 )
O(k2 )
O(K 3 ) (K = total contention)
O(k5 )
O(k3 )

TABLE I
C OMPARISON OF ATOMIC AND IMMEDIATE SNAPSHOTS ALGORITHMS .

A set W of put&f operations can be identified with
their parameters; f (W ) denotes the result of applying f
on the parameters of the operations in W . This is welldefined since f is associative and commutative.
A gather&f operation op returns a tagged value
htag, resi such that the following condition holds: There
exists a set W of put&f operations that includes all operations preceding op and does not include any operation
following op, such that htag, resi = f (W ). For a put&f
operation op0 ∈ W , we denote op0 . f (W ).
2) The Collect&f Object: Like the Gather&f object,
this object provides two operations: put&f stores its
parameter in the object, while collect&f returns the
result of applying f to all the values stored in the object
before or possibly during the operation. In this object,
later collect&f operations are at least as updated as
previous ones.
Formally, consider two collect&f operations op1 and
op2 such that op1 → op2 ; if op1 and op2 return f (W1 )
and f (W2 ), respectively, then W1 ⊆ W2 .
C. Examples
We present several examples of important objects that
reduce to Gather&f . Thus, a fully adaptive algorithm
for a generic Gather&f object allows to efficiently
implement several other objects, provided we have a
locally efficient algorithm for computing f .
1) Example 1: Consider the problem of atomically
computing an aggregate function, such as max or min,

of a set of values, while these values are dynamically
updated by processes. Each of these problems trivially
reduces to a Gather&f object, where f is the appropriate
aggregation function.
2) Example 2: The simple collect object supports two
operations: a store(v ) operation of pi declares v as the
latest value for pi , and a collect operation returns a view2
containing the latest values stored by active processes.
A collect operation cop returns a view V satisfying the
following condition, for every process pj :
Validity: If V (pj ) = ⊥, then no store operation of pj
precedes cop; if V (pj ) = v 6= ⊥ then v is the value of a
store operation sop of pj that does not follow cop, and
there is no other store operation sop0 of pj that follows
sop and precedes cop.
This means that cop should not read from the future
or miss a preceding store operation. Moreover, if cop
follows another collect operation cop0 , then cop returns
a view that is more up-to-date. To capture this notion
formally, we define a partial order on views: V1 ¹ V2
if for every process pi such that hpi , vi1 i ∈ V1 , we have
hpi , vi2 i ∈ V2 , and vi2 ≥ vi1 .
Regularity: Assume a collect operation cop by pi returns
V1 , and a collect operation cop0 by pj returns V2 . If cop
precedes cop0 , then V1 ¹ V2 .
It is simple to see that the collect problem reduces to
2

A view is a set of process-value pairs, V = {hpi , vi i, . . .},
without repetitions of processes. V (pj ) is vj if hpj , vj i ∈ V and
⊥, otherwise.
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a Collect&union object.
3) Example 3: An active set object [4] allows to
obtain the set of currently active processes, by providing
three operations: joinSet signs a process into the active
set; leaveSet signs a process out of the active set;
getSet returns the set of processes signed in the active
set. The set P returned by getSet operation gopj of
process pj must satisfy the following conditions:
1) If joinSet operation by process pi precedes gopj
and no leaveSet operation by pi starts before gopj
ends, pi ∈ P .
2) If leaveSet operation by process pi precedes gopj
and there is no following joinSet operations by
pi , or there are no joinSet operations by pi , then
pi ∈
/ P.
The active set object can be reduced to a
Gather&cluster object, where cluster is an extension
of the union function, so that a process changing its
value in the view to ⊥ is removed from the view. Thus,
joinSet is mapped to put&cluster(h0, pi i), leaveSet is
mapped to put&cluster(h0, ⊥i and getSet is mapped to
gather&cluster.
III. I MPLEMENTATIONS FOR G ATHER &f
C OLLECT &f OBJECTS

AND

A. Informal Description
A simple implementation of a Gather&f object is to
use an ordinary Gather object [8], satisfying the validity
property (defined for the collect object in Section IIC.2). A gather&f operation simply invokes a gather
operation and applies f on the view it returns. The main
difficulty is to calculate the new result with adaptive
local step complexity. If the result is calculated from
scratch each time, all stored values should be read. Thus,
the local step complexity is not bounded by the point
contention, but by the total contention (at best).
In order to bound the number of local steps, we
incrementally calculate the result and save it for later
use, as in the pile algorithm [4]. We take a gather
algorithm [8] and change its behavior so that instead
of storing the data itself, it calculates the partial result
incrementally and saves it for later use.
In the gather algorithm we use [8], a process tries
to join one of 2k − 1 groups ordered in a column;
each group maintains a view containing all the values
of its members. A group is dynamically managed with a
sieve, a data structure that allows processes to exchange
information; a sieve captures the information of at least
one of the processes accessing it concurrently (see the
appendix).

In our Gather&f implementation, the processes in
the group apply f to the view containing the values of
its members and to partially computed results. Interim
results are saved in a shared memory location associated
with the group. Later operations do not recalculate the
result, but only combine the previously-calculated value
with new information that was added since the last
calculation.
To restrict the effects of high point contention during
a put&f operation, processes propagate (bubble up) new
results to the top of the array. Otherwise, put&f encountering high contention may store a new value in an entry
with large index s0 , and a subsequent gather&f will
have to access many entries, even if its point contention
is low. Bubble-up, presented in [3] and used also in [4],
[8], allows gather&f to find the new values close to the
top of the array, when contention is low.
B. The Algorithm
The algorithm uses the following data structures:
• A column of sieves, numbered 1..2n − 1;
• An array Res[1..2n − 1], 2n − 1 atomic registers
of type htag, resulti; The sth entry of this array
contains the result of applying f on the values of
all past and current candidates in sieve s.
• An array last[1..2n − 1], 2n − 1 atomic registers of
type pid, each initialized to n + 1;
• An array C[1..n+1][1..2n−1], 2n2 atomic registers
of type htag, resulti, each initialized to h0, ∅i;
The function f also calculates a tag value, which may
used by the application as meta-data. In Gather&max,
for example, the tag is a sequence number which is used
for comparison between values. The initial values of both
tag and result should be values that do not affect on the
calculation. That is, for any set of values (including the
empty set), W , initial values .f (W ).
Algorithm 1 presents the pseudo-code of the
Gather&f object; lines changed from [8] are numbered
in bold. The interface to the sieve is with procedures
open, enter and exit [8]. Informally, open tells whether
the sieve is busy, that is, other processes are inside the
current copy of this sieve, enter tries to store information
in a non-busy sieve, while exit releases the sieve. The
sieve’s properties guarantee that if some processes access
copy c of sieve s, then at least one of them is a winner
(see the appendix).
A put&f operation stores value as part of the result
of all candidates in sieve s in an entry s of array Res
and bubbles the result of previous values up to the top
of the array. The first part of put&f has similar outline
as previous applications of the sieve [7], [8]. A process
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Algorithm 1 Gather&f : code for process pi .
Shared:
Res[1..2n − 1] : array of pairs, initially h0, ⊥i
last[1..2n − 1] : array of process id’s, initially n + 1
C[1..n + 1][1..2n − 1] : array of pairs, initially h0, ∅i
void procedure put&f (htag, valuei)
1: s = 0
// try to win sieve 1, 2, . . . , 2k − 1
2: repeat
3:
s + +;
4:
if open(s) then
5:
if pi ∈ W = enter(s, htag, valuei) then
// pi wins sieve s
6:
for every hidj , htagj , vj ii ∈ W
Res[s] = f (Res[s], htagj , vj i)
7:
// applying f on the previous result and the new value
8:
exit(s)
9: until pi ∈ W
10: while (s ≥ 1)
// bubble up the new value
11: C[idi ][s] = h0, ⊥i
// announce you are accessing entry s
12: last[s] = idi
13: C[idi ][s] = choose&f (s)
// get the calculated value below sieve s
14: s − −;
htag, resulti procedure choose&f (s: int)
15: q = last[s]
16: htag, tmpi = C[q][s]
17: if (tmp 6= ⊥) then return (htag, tmpi)
// another process accesses entry s concurrently
18: htag’, v’i = Res[s]
19: htag, vi = choose&f (s + 1)
// recursive call
20: return (f (htag, vi, htag’, v’i))
htag, resulti procedure gather&f ()
21: return (choose&f (1))

pi goes through the column of sieves, starting from the
top, until it wins one of them. If pi wins sieve s, it
writes the result of the current value of Res[s] and the
values currently stored in sieve s into Res[s]. The sieve
properties guarantee that Res[s] is the result of all values
previously stored in sieve s.
To bubble up, a process goes from entry s up to entry 1
and for each entry s0 = s, . . . , 1, it recursively calculates
function f on the values stored in the part of the array
below entry s, and stores the result in its private register
associated with entry s.

In choose&f (s), process pi reads q from last[s]
(Line 15) and then reads htag, tmpi from C[q][s]. If
tmp 6= ⊥, then pi returns tmp; otherwise, pi calls
choose&f (s + 1), and calculates the result of the return
value and the value in Res[s].
C. Proof of Correctness
We adjust the correctness proof for the collect object [8] to consider the aggregate value of f on the stored
values, instead of the values themselves. This shows that
the incremental calculation in our algorithm correctly
applies f to the information stored in the object.
We say that a put&f operation crosses sieve x0 when it
writes to last[x0 ] (Line 12). The proof of the next lemma
follows the arguments of [8, Lemma 6.2].
Lemma 3.1: If a put&f operation popr of process pr
with input htagr , valuer i crosses entry s ≥ 1 before a
choose&f (s) operation gopg of process pg returning
pair htagg , resultg i starts, then valuer . resultg .
As in [8, Lemma 6.3], we can use Lemma 3.1 to prove
that Algorithm 1 satisfies the properties of the Gather&f
object.
The next lemma bounds the number of entries pi
accesses during gather&f and it follows [8, Lemma 6.5].
Lemma 3.2: The maximal entry accessed by process
pi performing a choose&f operation gopi is 3k , where
k is the point contention during gopi ’s execution interval.
By Lemma 3.2, choose&f operation accesses at most
3k entries, and its step complexity is O(k) (see the
appendix).
In Lines 1-9 of put&f , a process accesses s0 ≤ 2k −1
sieves, implying that the step complexity of this stage is
O(k 2 ). In the bubbling up stage of put&f , a process
performs choose&f (s) for s = s0 − 1, . . . , 1; thus, the
step complexity of this stage is also O(k 2 ).
Since gather&f calls choose&f , its step complexity
is O(k).
Theorem 3.3: Algorithm 1 implements a Gather&f
object with O(k 2 ) local and shared step complexity for
put&f and O(k) local and shared step complexity for
gather&f , where k is the point contention during the
operation’s execution interval.
D. Algorithm for Collect&f Object
As in [8], the collect&f procedure first calls
gather&f and then calls put&f to store the result it
has obtained, in order to guarantee the collect property.
Algorithm 2 presents the additional pseudo-code for the
Collect&f object.
The proof of the next lemma follows [8, Lemma 6.4].
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Algorithm 2 Collect&f : additional code for process pi .
htag, resulti procedure collect&f ()
1: htag, resulti = gather&f ()
2: put&f (htag, resulti)
3: return (htag, resulti)

Lemma 3.4: Algorithm 2 satisfies the properties of the
Collect&f object.
Since collect&f calls put&f , its local and shared step
complexity is O(k 2 ).
Theorem 3.5: Algorithm 2 implements a Collect&f
object with O(k 2 ) local and shared step complexity
for both put&f and collect&f operations, where k is
the point contention during the operation’s execution
interval.
E. Applications
This section presents applications of Gather&f object,
which differ in the function f that they calculate.
1) Gather&max: A Gather&max object returns the
maximum value previously stored in the object, that is,
the pair htag, valuei with the maximum tag. In this case,
f is a max function that compares two scalars (two tag
values), and it can be implemented in a single local step.
Thus, the implementation of this object requires O(k)
steps for gather&f and O(k 2 ) steps for put&f , where
k is the point contention and local steps are also counted.
2) Gather&union: A Gather&union object returns
a htag, viewi, where view contains 3-tuples of the form
hpid, value, seqi. where pid is a process’s identifier, value
is the value itself and seq is a sequence number (every
value is tagged with a sequentially increasing label,
called sequence number), which is used to pick the latest
value for each process. The tag contains the sum of all
the sequence numbers in view, and it is used later to
make the efficient comparisons between views.
The implementation of the union function requires
some care since a view might include many values, but
we still want to achieve low local step complexity. To do
so, Algorithm 3 merges the values of the active processes
with the last view stored in the object, by scanning only
the new values (the values of the active processes). The
local computation in the union function is dominated by
a loop over the new values.
Collect&union, namely, an ordinary collect object,
can be easily implemented by a Collect&f object, in
the same manner that Gather&union is implemented by
Gather&f .

Algorithm 3 Gather&union: additional code for process
pi .
htag, viewi procedure union(htag1 , newVi,htag2 , srcVi)
// For every process, take latest entry from srcV , newV.
// Size of newV is bounded by the contention.
1: for every hpid1 , v1 , seq1 i ∈ newV
2:
if ∃hpid1 , v2 , seq2 i ∈ srcV then
3:
if seq1 > seq2 then
4:
srcV = srcV ∪ hpid1 , v1 , seq1 i \ hpid1 , v2 , seq2 i
5:
tag2 = tag2 + seq1 − seq2
else
// no tuple for pid1 in srcV
6:
srcView = srcV ∪ hpid1 , v1 , seq1 i
7:
tag2 = tag2 + seq1
8: return (htag2 , srcVi)

3) Active set: An active set object, which returns
a set of active processes can be supported by a
Gather&cluster object, defined in Section II-C.3. Care
is required to maintain the set of active processes for
computing cluster; in order to reduce the local step complexity we need to explicitly remove the identifiers of
processes that are not active (for a leaveSet operation),
without missing any information. The implementation of
the cluster function is similar to the implementation of
the union function, but we manage a clustered set of
the identifiers, for processes with non-⊥ value in the
full view. Once the original view is updated the process
identifier is added or removed from the clustered set,
accordingly.
IV. T HE EC OLLECT &f

OBJECT

Several algorithms repeatedly invoke put and/or a
collect operations within a single high-level operation.
The repetitions of expensive put and collect operations
are the major factor in the step complexity of those
algorithms.
In this section, we introduce a new efficient Collect&f
object, ECollect&f , which is optimized for performing
many put&f and collect&f operations within a single
high-level operation. A put&f operation requires only a
single step and a collect&f operation has O(k) local and
shared step complexity, where k is the point contention
during the high-level operation’s execution interval.
We reduce the cost of storing and collecting information by requiring costly coordination only when a
process starts or completes a high-level operation. After
announcing their participation at the beginning of the
operation, active processes update their information in a
simple shared register; before completing their operation,
processes record their latest information at a readily
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available shared location. To collect current information,
a process obtains the set of active processes and reads
from their registers, then applying function f on the values of the active processes and the latest result previously
calculated and stored.
The ECollect&f object is similar to the Collect&f
object, except it provides four operations: start, end,
put&f and collect&f . The put&f and collect&f operations are the same as in the Collect&f object, but it is
assumed that start is called before put&f and collect&f
are called, and that end is called before the process
completes the high-level operation.
pi
pj

start

put
start

collect
put

collect

put

collect end
put

collect end

The start operation indicates that the process starts a
high-level operation, which should be coordinated with
other concurrent processes. The end operation indicates
that the process has just completed the high-level operation, and its current result should be saved.
A. Implementation
The implementation of ECollect&f object is based on
two instances of the Gather&f object: Gather&max and
active set. The Gather&max is maintains views of highlevel operations that have completed, while the active set
object captures concurrent processes.
The start operation signs a process into the active set.
In a put&f operation a process only writes its current
values to an atomic register, R[pi ]; write operations are
tagged with a sequence number, in order to observe between new and old values. A collect&f operation obtains
the active set of processes and reads from their registers,
R[pj ]. Then it applies the function f to the values of the
active processes and the values of non-active processes
it gets from the Gather&max object. The end operation
writes its information to the Gather&max object, and
then signs out of the active set.
Algorithm 4 presents the pseudo-code of the
ECollect&f object.
B. Proof of correctness
We prove that ECollect&f provides the properties
of a Collect&f object, assuming that start and end
encapsulate the calls to collect&f and put&f .
It is obvious that the pair htag, resulti returned by a
collect&f operation copi of process pi does not contain
values written by put&f operations follow copi . The next

Algorithm 4 ECollect&f : code for process pi .
Shared:
Gm : Gather&max object
AS : active set object
// set of active processes
R[1..n] : array of pairs, initially h0, ⊥i
void procedure start()
1: AS.joinSet()
void procedure end()
2: Gm.put&max(collect&f ())
3: AS.leaveSet()

// sign-in

// store current view
// sign-out

void procedure put&f (value)
4: R[pi ] = hR[pi ].seq + 1, valuei
htag, resulti procedure collect&f ()
5: actV = AS.getSet()
6: newV = {hpj , R[pj ].value, R[pj ].seqi |
pj ∈ actV }
7: htag, resulti = Gm.gather&max()
8: return(f (newV, htag, resulti))

lemma implies that htag, resulti includes the latest value
stored by each process pl before copi .
Lemma 4.1: Assume a collect&f operation copi by
pi returns htag, resulti. If a put&f (htagl , valuel i) operation popl by pl precedes copi , then htagl , valuel i .
htag, resulti.
Proof: Consider the final put&max (Line 2) operation
of pl . If it completes before copi starts gather&max
(Line 7) operation, then copi includes htagl , valuel i,
by the properties of the Gather&f object. Otherwise,
the corresponding put&max (Line 2) operation of pl
completes after the gather&max (Line 7) operation in
copi starts. Note that pl calls leaveSet (Line 3) after it
completes put&max (Line 2); it follows that the getSet
(Line 5) operation of copi completes before leaveSet
(Line 3) by pl starts, since the getSet operation precedes
the gather&max operation. Thus, pl is in the active set
observed by copi , which reads htagl , valuel i, or a later
value, from R[pl ].
Lemma 4.2: Assume a collect&f operation copi by pi
returns htag1 , result1 i and a collect&f operation copj
by pj returns htag2 , result2 i. If copi precedes copj , then
result2 . result1 .
Proof: For an arbitrary pair htagl , valuel i.result1 , we
consider two cases:
Case 1: htagl , valuel i is read from the Gather&max
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object. Consider the corresponding put&max (Line 2)
operation of pl . If it completes before copj starts the
gather&max (Line 7) operation, then copj includes
htagl , valuel i, or a later value. Otherwise, the corresponding put&max (Line 2) operation of pl completes
after the gather&max (Line 7) operation in copj starts.
Note that pl calls leaveSet (Line 3) after it completes
put&max; it follows that the getSet (Line 5) operation
of copj completes before leaveSet (Line 3) by pl starts,
since the getSet operation precedes the gather&max
operation. Thus, pl is in the active set observed by copj ,
which reads valuel from R[pl ].
Case 2: htagl , valuel i is read from R[pl ]. This means
that pl writes to R[pl ], after completing its recent joinSet
(Line 1), before copi completes. Therefore, pl completes
its joinSet (Line 1) before copj starts, since copj follows
copi . If pl is in the active set obtained by copj , then
pj reads htagl , valuel i or a later value from R[pl ] and
the claim follows. Otherwise, it must be that pl starts
leaveSet (Line 3) before the end of the getSet (Line 5)
operation of copj . Then, pl completes put&max (Line 2)
before copj starts gather&max (Line 7), which implies
that result2 includes htagl , valuel i, or a later value.
Finally, we compute the step complexity of this algorithm. A start operation calls joinSet, therefore its
local and shared step complexity is O(k 2 ), where k is
the point contention during the high-level operation’s
execution interval. A collect&f operation calls getSet,
reads the registers of the active processes and then calls
gather&max. Thus, its local and shared step complexity is O(k). The step complexity of put&f operation
is clearly constant. An end operation calls put&max
and then leaveSet, therefore its local and shared step
complexity is O(k 2 ).
Theorem 4.3: The ECollect&f object has O(k 2 ) local
and shared step complexity for start and end operations,
O(k) for collect&f operation and O(1) for put&f
operation, where k is the point contention during the
high-level operation’s execution interval.
V. I MPROVING THE S TEP C OMPLEXITY OF ATOMIC
S NAPSHOTS AND I MMEDIATE S NAPSHOTS
A. Atomic Snapshots
The atomic snapshot problem[1], [5], [6] extends the
collect problem by requiring views to look instantaneous;
it supports two operations, update, which updates a new
value, and scan which atomically obtains a view. In
addition to the validity and regularity properties (defined
in Section II-C.2), the returned views should satisfy the
following condition:

Algorithm 5 Atomic snapshot [4]: code for process pi .
Shared:
EC : ECollect&union object
B[1..n] : registers with hview, viewi, initially h∅, ∅i
AS : active set object
// set of active processes
Local:
seq : integer, initially 0
htag, viewi procedure scan()
1: seq = seq + 1
2: AS.joinSet()
// sign-in
3: while (true) do
htag1 , v1 i = EC.collect&union()
4:
5:
htag2 , v2 i = EC.collect&union()
6:
if (tag1 = tag2 and v1 = v2 ) then
7:
AS.leaveSet()
// sign-out
8:
return (htag2 , v2 i)
9:
if ∃pid0 s.t., hpid0 , ∗i ∈ v1 ∪ v2 and
hpid, seqi ∈ B[pid0 ].s then
10:
AS.leaveSet()
// sign-out
0
11:
return (B[pid ].sc)

void procedure update(value)
// start a high-level operation
0: EC.start()
1: ht, si = AS.getSet()
2: ht, sci = scan()
3: B[pid] = hs, sci
4: EC.put&union(value)
5: EC.end()
// end the high-level operation

Comparability: If V1 and V2 are the views returned by
two scan operations, then either V1 ¹ V2 or V2 ¹ V1 .
We can improve the shared step complexity of
the snapshot algorithm [4] to O(k 2 ), by using
ECollect&union. In this algorithm, a process pi repeatedly double collects until either two collects are identical
or some process pj was observed to change its value and
its scan has started after pi started. Pseudo-code, using
ECollect&union, appears in algorithm 5.
The correctness of the algorithm follows as in [4], [8],
since the only change is using the efficient collect object,
ECollect&union, instead of an ordinary collect object.
A scan operation makes at most k iterations, each
requiring O(k) steps (the ECollect&union has O(k) step
complexity), the step complexity of scan and therefore
also of update is O(k 2 ).
Theorem 5.1: Algorithm 5 implements the atomic
snapshot object with O(k 2 ) shared steps, where k is
the point contention during the operation’s execution
interval.
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Algorithm 6 Fully adaptive atomic snapshot [4]: code
for process pi .
Shared:
S : atomic snapshot object
// from Algorithm 5
Gm : Gather&max object
htag, viewi procedure scan()
1: htag1 , v1 i = S .scan()
// Size of v1 is bounded by point contention
2: htag2 , v2 i = Gm.gather&max()
3: return(union(htag1 , v1 i, htag2 , v2 )i)
// union from Algorithm 3

void procedure update(value)
4: S.update(value) // register to the current snapshot
5: htag, vi = scan()
6: Gm.put&max(htag, vi)
7: S.update(⊥)
// sign-out

Unfortunately, the local step complexity of Algorithm 5 is not adaptive to point contention, since the
algorithm manipulates views containing values of currently non-participating processes, e.g., in a componentwise comparison (Line 6). By plugging our snapshot and
Gather&max objects into the fully adaptive snapshot
algorithm of [4], we achieve a fully adaptive snapshot
algorithm with O(k 2 ) local and shared step complexity.
Algorithm 6 presents the pseudo-code of the fully adaptive snapshot algorithm.
In the scan operation, a process first accesses the
snapshot object, which takes O(k 2 ) steps, and then
accesses the Gather&max, which takes O(k) steps.
Finally, it merges the two views in the same manner
as in Algorithm 3. Therefore, the local and shared step
complexity of scan operation is O(k 2 ). The update
operation calls scan, and accesses the Gather&max and
snapshot objects, therefore its step complexity is also
O(k 2 ).
The correctness of the algorithm follows as in [4].
Theorem 5.2: Algorithm 6 implements the atomic
snapshot object with O(k 2 ) local and shared steps, where
k is the point contention during the operation’s execution
interval.
B. Immediate Snapshots
The Immediate snapshot problem [11] provides a combined im-upscan operation, updating a new value and
returning a view. In addition to the validity, regularity
and comparability properties of the atomic snapshot

problem, returned views should satisfy the next condition:
Immediacy: If the view returned by some im-upscan
operation, V1 , includes the value written in the lth
im-upscan of pj that returns the view V2 , then V2 ¹ V1 .
The local and shared step complexity of the immediate
snapshot algorithm of [4] is improved to O(k 3 ), by
employing our fully adaptive algorithms for collect and
atomic snapshot. The pseudo-code appears in Algorithm 7.
The correctness of the algorithm follows as in [4].
As was shown in previous immediate snapshot algorithms [4], [9], a process can descend at most k floors
if it starts from the floor corresponding to smallest view
containing its previous value.
The local and shared step complexity of accessing
the active set object is O(k 2 ), where k is the point
contention. Since each process signs out of the active set
object (Line 23), |T | ≤ k and there at most k iterations
of the loop in Lines 5-7. The snapshot operations during
op take O(k 2 ) local and shared steps.
Since a process descends through at most O(k) floor,
in each one calling 1s-immss once with O(k 2 ) step
complexity, we get the next result.
Theorem 5.3: Algorithm 7 implements the immediate
snapshot object with O(k 3 ) local and shared steps, where
k is the point contention during the operation’s execution
interval.
VI. D ISCUSSION
This paper presents long-lived algorithms, which adapt
to point contention using only read and write operations,
for Gather&f , ECollect&f , atomic snapshot and immediate snapshot. The step complexity of the algorithms
is adaptive even when local steps are counted and the
bounds are very close to the best known (not necessarily
adaptive) algorithms for these important problems.
Acknowledgements: We would like to thank Vita Bortnikov for helpful comments.
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A PPENDIX
Remark: This appendix reviews material from [8],
[14] to help in the verification of our algorithms; it can
be ignored.
Our Gather&f algorithm uses the sieve object of
Attiya and Fouren [8]. For completeness, we present the
pseudo-code of the sieve object (Algorithm 8) and the
main lemmas required for our algorithm.
Lemma 1.1 ( [8, Lemma 3.2]): If process pi is inside
copy c of sieve s then all the candidates leave the smaller
copies, 1, . . . , c − 1, of sieve s.
Lemma 1.2 ( [8, Lemma 3.8]): If some processes access copy c of sieve s, then at least one of them is a
winner.
Corollary 1.3 ( [8, Corollary 3.11]): The step complexity of accessing the sieve is O(k · logk).
Lemma 1.4 ( [8, Lemma 4.2]): Assume that process
pi with interval βi accesses sieve s and does not win.
Then there is a prefix β 0 of βi |1 βi |2 . . . βi |s , such that
|Ws (β 0 )| + |As (β 0 )| ≥ s + 1.
The step complexity of the sieve object of [8] is
dominated by the latticeAgreement procedure. Inoue
et al. [14] reduced both the step complexity and the
space complexity of the sieve object, by replacing the
latticeAgreement and candidates procedures. Their
improved sieve object has O(k) step complexity.
Processes which concurrently enter the same copy
obtain the identical set W if they obtain non-empty
set. To achieve this, procedures latticeAgreement and
candidates are used. Each process entering a copy
invokes latticeAgreement to capture a snapshot of processes which have entered the same copy in the same
round. Then the process invokes candidates to find
the minimum snapshot among the snapshots obtained
by latticeAgreement. Then procedure candidates can
return the minimum snapshot only when the minimum
snapshot can be identified, where ”minimum” means the
minimum one among snapshots obtained in the same
copy in the same round including snapshots obtained
by other processes later. Since the minimum snapshot
is unique, some processes can obtain the identical nonempty set W. This can be achieved by invoking collect
twice. Then, processes find the minimum snapshot by
invoking candidates if the minimum snapshot can be
identified. Though their algorithm is simple, it guarantees
that at least one processes obtain the non-empty identical set. Moreover, their improved procedures use O(k)
registers if k processes enter the same copy in the same
round. Therefore, O(k) steps are sufficient to initialize
the copy.
Since it suffices to get non-empty set of process
identifiers, there is no needed that all the processes

Algorithm 8 The sieve: code for process pi .
data types:
processID: int 1..n
// process’s id
view : vector of hID, INFOi
local variables:
V, W : view
view procedure enter(s, c, info) // enter (s, c) with info
1: s.inside[c] = true
2: V = s.latticeAgreement[c](info)
3: s.R[c][idi ] = V
// save the obtained view
4: W = candidates(s, c) // get the set of candidates
5: return(W)
// return the set of candidates
void procedure exit(s, c)
// leave copy c of the sieve
1: W = candidates(s, c) // get the set of candidates
2: if (hidi , ∗i ∈ W) then s.count = c + 1
// pi finds it is the winner in (s, c)
3: s.done[c][idi ] = true
// pi is done
4: w = candidates(s, c)
5: if (W 6= ∅ and ∀hidj , ∗i ∈ W,
s.done[c][idi ] == true) then
6:
s.allDone[c] = true
// all candidates are done
boolean procedure open(s, c)
// is copy(s, c) open ?
1: return (s.allDone[c − 1] and not s.inside[c])
view procedure candidates(s, c)
1: V = s.R[c][idi ]
2: W = min{s.R[c][idj ] | hidj , ∗i ∈ V and
s.R[c][idj ] 6= ∅}
// min by containment
3: if ∀hidj , ∗i ∈ W, s.R[c][idj ] ⊃ W then return(W)
4: else return(∅)

will be registered. This allows to simplify the register
procedure of Attiya, Fouren and Gafni [9]. They use only
one direction of a splitter, and use a collect list instead
of a collect tree. The modified splitter returns stop, next
or abort instead of stop, left or right, respectively.
The properties of the splitter imply that (1) at least one
process registers at some node in the collect list, and (2)
at most one process registers at each splitter. In collect,
a process just searches the list from its root until it
reaches an unmarked splitter. The collect returns a view
consisting of all process identifiers which are registered
before invoking the collect and some process identifiers
which register concurrently with the execution of collect.

